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THREATDEFENCE HELPS DEANS COURT CHAMBERS TO 
REDUCE THEIR CYBER RISK AND STAY PROTECTED  
 
Deans Court Chambers were founded in Mosley Street, Manchester, more than 100 
years ago and, since that time, have consistently maintained a reputation for the highest 
standards of service throughout the North West and nationally. 

In the increasingly competitive market for legal services, Deans Court Chambers stands 
out as one of the leading barristers' chambers in the UK and are regularly ranked by all 
major legal directories as one of the Top Sets on the Northern Circuit. 

Deans Court Chambers are a modern, innovative and forward-looking set, comprising of 
more than 100 barristers, 10 of whom are Queen’s Counsel.  Deans Court Chambers 
maintains unmatched reputation for professionalism and approachability, which is 
underpinned throughout by a rigorous quality policy and assisted by the latest in 
technology. 

When it comes to data security, Deans Court Chambers does not have any room for 
error. Deans Court Chambers representative routinely deal with a large amount of data, 
including personal identifiable information and other sensitive and confidential 
information, that, in the wrong hands, can seriously harm many individuals and 
organisations.  

“ThreatDefence was an easy choice for us. It provided us with multiple layers or visibility 
and threat intelligence, essential giving us the peace of mind to know that our systems 
are secure. It allowed us to focus on our daily functions without having to worry about 
cyber security threats. “ 
  

Steven McCormick, Information Security Manager, Deans Court Chambers 
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For Deans Court Chambers, it was essential to find a managed solution that would help 
the organisation reveal vulnerabilities and immediately alert the internal IT team in case 
of any indicators of compromise.  
 
ThreatDefence checked all the boxes for Deans Court Chambers, providing real-time 
visibility, risk monitoring and reporting on all suspicious security events in the 
environment. 
 
“We have a small team with a lot of duties and responsibilities.” said Steven 
McCormick, Information Security Manager at Deans Court Chambers. “ThreatDefence 
really took time to understand our challenges and constraints and focused on what was 
really important for us. We know that if we get an escalation from ThreatDefence we 
need to react, so we can focus on responding to threats rather than to continuously 
verifying false positives.” 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT THREATDEFENCE_ 
ThreatDefence provides innovative MDR, SOC-as-a-Service, and proactive cyber defence solutions to MSPs and 
Enterprises. Our Adaptive XDR Platform was created to help companies of any size to deploy a world-class detection 
and response, embracing all information that businesses can reach to, would it be within their network, on the Dark 
Web, or hiding deep into their supply chain. We believe in open ecosystems and connect you to any and all threat 
intelligence feeds and log sources, instantaneously providing you with actionable security insights. For more 
information, visit www.threatdefence.com.  


